Enjoy the Outdoors!

In the Scissortail Loop, try your hand at archery (Booth #6) or Atlatl (Booth #12) or snap a photo at the selfie station (Booth #3). In the Whitetail Loop, shoot a pellet gun (Booth #15) or ride a utility vehicle (Booth #19). In the Catfish Loop, you can learn how to fillet and clean fish (Booth #25) or learn about trapping (Booth #22). In the Jackrabbit Loop, spin your wheels on a mountain bike adventure (Booth #37), test your skills at bowfishing (Booth #38) or shoot a shotgun (Booth #34).

Camp Cookin’ in the Heartland
Outdoor Booth #13
Saturday & Sunday:
9:30, 11:30, 1:30 and 3:30

Dog Training Seminars
Outdoor Booth #36
Saturday
11:00 Bird Dogs
12:00 Retrievers
1:00 Bird Dogs
2:00 German Drahthaar
3:00 Hounds (Blood Trackers)
4:00 Bird Dogs

Sunday
11:00 Bird Dogs
12:00 Hounds (Blood Trackers)
1:00 Coonhounds
2:00 Bird Dogs
3:00 Hounds (Blood Trackers)
4:00 Retrievers

Please visit the tent to pre-register for a class, as space is limited.

Make-n-Take
Build a Birdhouse
Outdoor Booth #1
Saturday
9:00, 10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:30
Sunday
9:00, 10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:00
Note: first 25 families only at each time slot

Fishing Lures
Outdoor Booth #29
Friday, Saturday & Sunday: Every 30 minutes

Wildlife Bling
Outdoor Booth #28
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Every 30 minutes

Basket Weaving
Outdoor Booth #24
Friday: Demonstration Only
Saturday: Every 30 minutes starting at 9:00 - 11:00 and 1:00 - 3:00
Sunday: Every 30 minutes starting at 9:00 - 11:00 and 1:00 - 4:00
Minimum Age is 12.

Family Fishing Clinic
Outdoor Booth #27
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Family Fishing Clinic starts every half hour, participants are required to go through a short educational demonstration before fishing. Attendance is limited, so please arrive early.

Basic Fly-Fishing Instruction (w/ Project Healing Waters)
Outdoor Booth #30
Saturday
10:00 - 11:15
1:00 - 2:15
4:00 - 5:15
Sunday
10:00 - 11:15
1:00 - 2:15
3:00 - 4:15

Sportfish Aquarium
Indoor Booth #73
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 Bass Fishing Techniques
12:00 Walleye/Saugeye/Sauger Fishing Techniques
2:00 Striped Bass/White Bass/Hybrid Fishing Techniques

SELFIE STATIONS
Look for this emblem on inside & outside maps

Seminars Schedule
Indoor Seminar Area
Indoor Booth #28
Friday
9:00 - Insect Adventure
10:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
11:00 - Venomous Snakes
12:00 - Pollinators - Bees, Butterflies and Birds
1:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
2:00 - Insect Adventure
3:00 - Venomous Snakes
4:00 - Tracking Wounded Game

Saturday
9:00 - Tracking Wounded Game
10:00 - Insect Adventure
11:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
12:00 - Juglining and Trotlining 101
12:30 - Crappie Fishing Techniques
1:00 - Insect Adventure
2:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
3:00 - Underwater Oklahoma
4:00 - Manage Your Land for Quail
5:00 - Painting on Feathers and Other Media

Sunday
9:00 - Painting on Feathers and Other Media
10:00 - Crappie Fishing Techniques
11:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
12:00 - Juglining and Trotlining 101
1:00 - Insect Adventure
2:00 - Starting a Fire Without Matches
3:00 - Treestand Safety
4:00 - Venomous Snakes

#WildlifeExpo